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SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, unannounced inspection involved 33 inspector-hours on site
in the creas of licensee action on previous inspection findings, independent
inspectidn effort.

Results: One unresolved item (Conduct an engineering analysis to determine valve
operability for those valves with incorrect electric motor operator (EM0) torque
switch . settings - (paragraph 5.b(2)) and one violation (Failure to follow
procedures and drawings in setting EM0 torque switches for VQ2A, and VQ16A
(paragr.sph 5.b(2)) were identified within the areas inspected.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Licensee Employees Contacted

*J. W. Hampton, Station Manager
*J. W. Cox, Superintendent of Technical Services
*G. Smith, Superintendent of Maintenance
*D. R. Rogers, I&E Engineer
*R.'A. Morgan, Senior QA Engineer
*H. L. Atkins, Projects QA Engineer
*P. G. Leroy, Licensing Engineer
W. Beaver, Performance Engineer
S; Bellamy, Test Coordinator
J. Stackley,18E Support Engineer
S. Gooch, I&E Support Engineer
M. Carwile, Test Coordinator

NRC Resident Inspectors

*P. H. Skinner
*P.-K. VanDoorn

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on September 14, 1984,
with those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above.- The licensee acknow-
ledged the following inspection findings.

a. Inspector Followup Item (413/84-91-01), TP 1/A/2100/01, Controlling
Frocedure for Power Escalation allows turbine trip testing above 70%
power, contrary to license condition item No. 7, which specifies
conducting this testing below 70% power (paragraph 5.b.(1)).

b. Unresolved Item (413/84-91-02), Conduct an engineering analysis to
determine that system valves will operate satisfactorily for those
valves which were found with incorrect electric motor operator torque
switch setting (paragraph 5.b(2)).

-

c. -Violation (413/84-91-03), Failure to follow procedures and drawings in
setting EMO torque switches for VQ2A and VQ16A (paragraph 5.b(2)).

3. LicenseeActiononPreviousEnforcementMatters(92701)

a. (Closed) Unresolved Item 413/84-46-01, Standby Makeup Pump Capacity for
Primary Side Volume Control: The completed preoperational test results
(TP 1/A/1400/13) for the standby makeup pump showed a flowrate of
25 gpm. Technical Specification 3/4.7.13.3.b requires that the standby

' makeup pump develop a flow of greater than or equal to 26 gpm at a
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pressure greater than or equal to 2488 psig. Nuclear Station Modifi-
cations (NSM) CN 10231 and CN 10189 were issued to increase the size of
the orifice in the flow element 1]cated in the discharge line from the
standby makeup pump and also the pump motor sheave was changed to a
larger diameter to increase output capacity of the pump. Following the
completion of these modifications, PT/1/A/4200/07C, Standby Makeup Pump
Performance Test, was conducted and the test results indicated a
f'.owrate of 26.7 gpm at a pressure of 2530 psig which satisfies
Technical Specification requirements.

b. (Closed) Unresolved Item 413/84-46-07, Standby Makeup System FSAR
Update' to "As-Built" Status and Complete System Installation: FSAR
Figure 9.3.4-9 has been corrected by Revision 9 to show a strainer
installed in lieu of a filter. The inspector verified that the
strainer. differential pressure gauge was installed as shown on drawing
CL-1554 1.8.

c. (Closed)' Unresolved Item 413/84-46-08, Scale Range for Standby Makeup
Pump Flowrate Indicator Is Inadequate: Nuclear Station Modification
CN 10231 was issued and changed the scale range from 0-26 gpm to a

. scale-range of 0-40 gpm at the SSF control console (NVP 6150).

4. ' Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required to
determine whether they are acceptable or may involve violations or devia-
tions. New unresolved items identified during this inspection are discussed
in_ paragraph 5.b.(2).

5. Independent Inspection Effort (92706)

a. (Closed) Inspector Followup Item, 83-49-01, CVCS Positive-Displacement
Pump Speed / Flow Determination Lower than Manufacturer ' Prediction:
During initial testing, the CVCS- positive displacement pump did not
come up to rated speed. Work Requests 2275 and 2066 were issued to
investigate the problem and it was determined that the pump's speed
control rod was binding / sticking due to paint on the speed control rod.
These obstructions were removed and the pump satisfactorily retested in
accordance with TP 1/A/1200/05, Chemical and Volume Control Functional
Test.

b. NPF-24 Proposed License Condition Items

Facility Operating License NPF-24 dated July 18, 1984, authorized fuel
loading and precriticality testing. Attached to the license is a list<

of proposed . license ' authorization and conditions for a subsequent low
power license. .The inspector' reviewed the following license condition
items to determine their status of canpiction.

'
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(1) License Condition Item No. 7, Anticipatory Reactor Trip, II k.3.10

This item states that prior to exceeding 70% power, Duke Power
Company shall complete the described turbine trip tests to verify
that PORVs will not be challenged when the anticipatory trip
bypass is in effect.

The inspector reviewed TP 1/A/2100/01, Controlling Procedure for
Power Escalation, and noted that procedure steps 12.6.3 * Note, and
step 12.6.3.2 * Note, permits TP 1/A/2650/07 Turbine Trip T to
remain outstanding while power level is changed to the next
testing plateau which is greater than 70% power. The licensee
indicated that a procedure change to TP 1/A/2100/01 would be
issued to ensure that turbine trip testing is completed prior to

- exceeding 70% power. This area is identified as an inspector
folic.vup item (413/84-91-01).

(2) License Condition Item No.18, Containment Purge Valve Operabi-
lity, (SSER #3, Section 6.2.4)

This item states that prior to initial criticality, Duke Power
Company shall submit documentation acceptable to the NRC staff
demonstratir '.he ability.of 4-inch valves in the Containment Airr

Addition anc ieaseSystem(i.e.,ValvesVQ2A,VQ3B,VQ15B,VQ16A
containment .cion and isolation valves as shown on FSAR Figure
9.5-10.1) to close against the buildup of containment pressure
following a design basis LOCA.

FSAR ' Sectio s 9.5.10.2 and 9.5.10.3 describe the Containment Air -
Release and Addition System as being used only for controlling
containment pressure during normal unit operations. Containment-
pressure increase may occur from heatup of the containment
atmosphere during startup, leakage of air trom air operated valves
or breathing air system leakage. Operator action is tequired to
align the system, start the fans after first determining that the
pressure increase was not due to a loss of coolant or steam line
break ~ accident, and that containment air radicchemistry is satis-
factory then containment air can be purged through the system
filters and out of the unit vent.

The inspector reviewed Duke Power Company's (DPC) response to
license condition No. 18, in a' letter from H.'B. Tucker (DPC, Vice
President, Nuclear ' Production ~ Departmen6) to H. R. Denton,

-(Director, NRR) dated September 5,1984. The letter stated that

valves VQ38 and VQ15B are Borg-W(arner gate valves equipped withROTORK electric motor operators EMO) set at 45 ft-lbs of outout
torque and the valves will close against a differential pres. are
of at least 375 psi. In addition valves VQ2A and VQ16A are
diaphram valves with Rotork EMO set at 45 ft-lbs of output torque
and the valves will close against a differential pressure.of at
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least 200 psi. The letter also stated that both valve manufac-
turers have verified that 15 psid due to containment pressure
buildup will have little effect on closing these valves. The
letter also stated that all EM0s had been field checked to verify
correct torque-settings.

The inspector reviewed the completed data for the subject VQ
valves to verify that the torque switch settings are in accordance
with Irstrument Procedure IP/0/A/3820/04, Operating Checkout of
Limitorque and Rotork Valve Actuators. The data showed the
following torque switch settings:

VQ3B,-VQ15B, EMO torque switches are set at 100% which gives-

an. output torque of 60 ft-lbs

.VQ2A, VQ16A, EMO torque switches are set at 55% which gives-

an output torque of 24.75 ft-lbs

The inspector was concerned that these torque values did not agree
with those that~ are provided in the letter of September 5,1984.
The inspector examined the drawings referenced in IP/0/A/3820/04
and they required the following EMO torque switch settings:

Drawing CNM 1205.00.1800 required VQ3B, VQ15B to be set at-

100%, giving an output-torque of 60 ft-lbs.

Drawing CNM 1205.04.0432 required'VQ2A, VQ16A to be set at~--

100%, giving an output torque of 45 ft-lbs.

Work request (WR) 4825 was reviewed by the inspector. This WR was
issued to - accomplish : IP0/A/3820/04 and noted that the torque"

switch settings were initially established for the 'four VQ valves
in July 1983. Subsequent work requests 6857, (VQ158),1925,

-(VQ3B), 1399 (VQ16A) were issued to perform work on the valves but
. the ' torque switch ~ settings were re-verified ' to the original
values.. The inspector selected,' at random,10 additional valves
from safety-related systems to- compare the ' completed data of

~

IP/0/A/3820/04 to the requirements of the referenced technical
-manuals or drawings and no additional discrepancies were noted.
The inspector requested that systems with EMO attached to system
valves be checked to verify that torque setting are in accordance

-with drawing and technical manual requirements. - The results of
the licensee audit indicated that EM0s are installed on approxi-
mately 480 valves in both safety and non-safety-related systems
throughout the plant.. The licensee's audit of completed torque
switch setting data of. IP/0/A/3820/04 when compartd with technical

' manual and drawing requirements indicated that approximately
100 valves differed from the technical manual or drawing torque
switch' setting requirements.
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The licensee could not determine conclusively where the 55% torque
switch setting for VQ2A and VQ16A came from as no documentation
could be found which authorized this setting. The inspector did
determine that the design engineering group routinely provided the
plant I&E engineers with EM0 torque switch settings verbally and
this information was subsequently incorporated in to IP/0/A/
3820/04, without having the required authorization and docuinenta-
tion. The inspector did cetermine that the licensee does have
administrative controls, such as design change authorization (DCA)
nuclear problem report (NPR) variation notice as delineated in QA
Procedure R-3, Design Drawing and Specification variation,
Procedure PR-130, Engineering Drawing and Station Directive 4.4.1,
Processing Design Changes, which requires design or engineering
data which will be used on plant structures and components to be
authorized for use and documented. Apparently, these requirements
were not implemented for VQ2A, VQ16A as well as other system
valves.

At the request of the inspector an engineering analysis was
performed to determine the effects on VQ2A and VQ16A operability
during a design basis LOCA with the valves set at 55% of rated
torque. In a letter dated September 14, 1984, (E. D. Lindsay,
Duke Design Engineer to J. W. Hampton, Catawba, Station Manager)
DPC stated that at a torque setting of 55% the valves will close
against a differential pressure of at least 135 psi and that this
pressure is considerably larger than the LOCA pressure of 15 psi.
It appears that the valves will perform satisfactorily at the
current torque switch setting.

The inspector requested that an engineeri1g analysis be performed
on those valves who's EM0 torque switch settings differ from the
technical manual or drawing requirements to ensure their
operability is satisfactory. This matter is identified as an
Unresolved Item (413/84-91-02).

In addition to' reviewing the procedures, drawings, and technical
-manuals for the checkout of Limitorque and Rotork valve actuators,
the inspector interviewed the Maintenance Superintendent. I&E
Supervisor, and Support Engineers who have responsibilities in
this area.

Based on the above, the inspector determined that the following
violation occurred concerning valves VQ2A and VQ16A.

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III and V, and the accepted QA
Program, Duke 1A, collectively require that activities affecting
quality shall be accomplished by documented instructions,
procedures, or drawings of a type appropriate to the circum-
stances. Design information must be correctly translated into
specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions.
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It appears that the licensee failed to follow drawing CNM
1205.04.0432, which requires that the Rotork electric motor
operator torque switch settings for VQ2A and VQ16A to be set at
100% which provide 45 ft-lbs of output torque. Procedure
IP/0/A/3820/04, was incorrect in that it specified a torque switch
setting of 55% for the electric motor operator.

In addition, it appears that the licensee failed to issue
appropriate design changes such as variation notices, design change
authorizations (DCA), or nuclear problem reports (NPP,) as
delineated in QA Procedure R-3, Design Drawing and Specification
Variation; Procedure PR-130; Engineering Drawing; and Station
Directive 4.4.1, Processing Design Changes to authorize and
document the use of a 55% torque switch settings for VQ2A and
VQ16A in place of the 100% setting. This violation is identified
as (413/84-91-03).

.

On September 21, 1984, a conference call between Region Il
management and Catawba Station management was held to discuss the
inspection findings as well as expressing a concern with the data
supplied in the letter of September 5, 1984. In addition, it is
Region II's understanding that appropriate engineering analysis
would be conducted on those EM0s found with incorrect torque
switch settings to determine the effects on valve operability.
This information along with the licensee audit results and
subsequent corrective actions would be documented and available
for NRC review.
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